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Abstract. Traumatic head injuries can cause internal bleeding within the brain. The

resulting hematoma can elevate intracranial pressure, leading to complications and

death if left untreated. A craniotomy may be required when conservative measures

are ineffective. To augment conventional surgical training, a Virtual Reality-based

intracranial hematoma simulator is being developed. A critical step in performing a

craniotomy involves cutting burrholes in the skull. This paper describes volumetric-

based haptic and visual algorithms developed to simulate burrhole creation for the

simulator. The described algorithms make it possible to simulate several surgical

tools typically used for a craniotomy.
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Introduction

Head trauma commonly occurs on the battlefield. Resulting brain injuries and bleeding

can elevate intracranial pressure, leading to complications and death if not treated. Train-

ing for head injury treatment is difficult to come by under battlefield conditions. Neu-

rosurgery is a specialized skill that requires extensive training. Current training occurs

on live patients. A surgical simulator can augment current training methods so trainees

become proficient at the required surgical skills before working on the first patient. A

craniotomy may be required for treatment when conservative measures are ineffective.

This procedure involves removing a section of the skull in order to gain access to the

brain. We are developing a Virtual Reality-based training simulator to practice this skill.

A haptic workbench [9] is used to generate a virtual environment with 3D stereoscopic

visual and haptic feedback. Surgical tools are controlled with a haptic device. The work-

bench allows the visual and haptic workspaces to be co-registered to preserve hand-eye

coordination for surgical training. An important step of a craniotomy involves cutting

burrholes in the skull using powered tools. This paper describes volumetric haptic, bone

erosion, and visual algorithms developed to simulate bone cutting tools for the simulator.

The remainder of the paper is as follows. Section 1 describes the haptic rendering

algorithm used in the simulator. Section 2 provides details of our method for computing
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bone erosion. Section 3 documents the visual rendering algorithms. Section 4 shows

several surgical tools simulated with the described algorithms and the paper is concluded

in Section 5.

1. Haptic rendering

A modified Voxmap point-shell algorithm [5,7] is created to simulate haptic interactions

between bone cutting tools and bone. The original method used to compute force feed-

back in [5] and [7] can introduce considerable force discontinuities at voxel boundaries.

We address the stability of the Voxmap point-shell haptic algorithm by modifying its

surface boundary detection and force feedback calculation methods.

The haptic rendering algorithm represents a virtual environment using a spatial oc-

cupancy map called a voxmap. Bone is encoded within the voxmap using voxels. Each

voxel encodes the bone density, density gradient vector, and color at its location. The tool

bits are modeled as a set of haptic points that are spatially distributed to define the bits’

shapes and sizes. The haptic points form a “point-shell” that approximates the surface of

a tool bit. Each haptic point stores its position relative to the tool bit’s center and an in-

ward pointing tool normal that is used for calculating a collision force. The spatial posi-

tioning of the haptic points impacts force calculation [7]. To ensure even and symmetric

point distributions, the positions and tool normals of haptic points are computed based

on either a spherical or a cylindrical approximation of a tool bit. Several parameters, such

as tool radius, height, and voxel size etc., help generate point-shells for bits of different

shapes and sizes. Figure 1a shows the point-shell of a perforator and a round bit. The

number of haptic points created for a tool bit is also controlled using the parameters.

Collisions between the haptic device and the virtual environment are checked by

probing the voxmap with the haptic points. A collision occurs when a haptic point in-

Figure 1. (a) Haptic point-shell approximations for a perforator bit (316 haptic points) and round bit (72 haptic

points). (b) Point-shell interaction with a voxmap. (c) Nv and Pt used to construct “tangent planes” for force

calculations. Pt placed on voxel boundary when exactly one facet exposed to surface, and at voxel center

otherwise. (d) The force, F , for a haptic point, Ph, as it follows the bone’s surface.



tersects a voxel with a density value greater than zero. A force is calculated for each

colliding haptic point based on Hooke’s law F = kd, where k is a stiffness constant and

d is the point’s penetration depth within the bone’s surface. Figure 1b illustrates.

To help locate the surface for a haptic point, its tool normal is followed at voxel-

sized intervals until a voxel with a non-zero gradient is encountered. The surface is then

located by sampling along the gradient direction. Since bone material is stiff, little pen-

etration is expected, and only a few samples are normally required. To avoid rendering

artifacts, a threshold on the number of samples (e.g. 10 samples) is imposed. A haptic

point is ignored if the bone’s surface cannot be found within the set number of samples.

In [5,7], voxels are labeled as interior, surface, or free. Since bone material is removed

while drilling, a surface detection algorithm would be required in our case to dynami-

cally update voxels’ status. Instead, the currently sampled non-empty voxel is considered

to be a surface voxel when the next voxel along the sampling vector has a zero density

value.

Once a surface voxel is located, a “tangent plane” is constructed to compute d. With

the original Voxmap point-shell algorithm, a force discontinuity can occur at every voxel

for a haptic point whose tool normal is not perpendicular to the surface [5,7]. The discon-

tinuities occur because the tangent plane’s orientation and the computed force is based

on the tool normal direction and not the surface’s shape. We use the surface gradient to

instead construct a plane perpendicular to the surface normal and to apply a force normal

to the surface. A voxel returns a point, Pt, which lies on the tangent plane. Pt is placed

on the voxel’s surface boundary when exactly one facet is exposed. Pt is a voxel’s center

point in all other cases. Figure 1c is an example. Equation 1 is used to compute d as the

distance from the haptic point (Ph) to the tangent plane. Nv is a voxel’s unit gradient

vector. The value of d is set to zero if the haptic point is above the plane. A haptic point’s

force is then computed in the direction of Nv with equation 2. The resultant force for the

haptic device is the average of the colliding haptic points’ forces.

d = (Pt − Ph) · Nv (1)

F = Nvkd (2)

As shown in Figure 1d, force discontinuities are reduced by allowing a haptic point to

transition across voxel boundaries. Additionally, voxels on curved surfaces or corners

are smoothed out to reduce the “stair-step” feeling that is typical of voxel-based haptic

interactions.

2. Bone drilling

Many existing bone drilling methods, such as [2] and [6], combine the voxel sampling

methods required for haptics and bone erosion. This works well for spherical drill bits

since all areas can cut bone. To model different types of tool bits, we separate the haptic

and bone erosion sampling points.

A set of erosion points are generated to simulate the bone drilling capabilities of

tools. Haptic points are only required along a tool bit’s surface to compute a force re-

sponse, as described in Section 1. However, it is necessary to generate interior and sur-

face erosion points to prevent leaving residual bone material behind when the tool bit



penetrates the bone’s surface. Erosion points are generated by voxelizing either a sphere

or cylinder. An erosion point is generated for each voxel whose center point falls within

the boundaries of the chosen primitive shape, as shown in Figure 2. Parameters, such as

tool radius, height, and voxel size etc., help control the size and shape of the tool bit.

Erosion points store their position relative to the tool bit’s center and an erosion factor

that determines the amount of bone it can remove based on the rotational speed of the bit.

An erosion point’s position is based on the center point of its corresponding voxel dur-

ing primitive voxelization. The erosion factor can be precomputed based on any erosion

model. Different tool bits can be modeled by varying the erosion factor value, based on

its position within a bit, to define areas that can/cannot remove bone and/or remove bone

at different rates. For example, a perforator’s cutting surface is restricted to its blades,

whereas a ball bit has a spherical cutting surface. Interior points also erode bone faster

than surface points to remove bone quicker as a surgeon applies more force with a tool.

A collision between the tool bit and bone material is detected when an erosion point

intersects a voxel with a non-zero density value. The bone density at the colliding voxel

(Bv) is reduced according to equation 3, where e is the point’s erosion factor and s
is the tool bit’s rotational speed. The value of Bv is set to zero once it falls below a

minimum threshold. A bounding box within the voxmap is tracked as bone density values

are modified. The gradient values for the voxels within the bounding box are updated

once all erosion points are processed. The bone material is also visually updated.

B′
v = Bv(1.0 − e × s) (3)

Figure 2. Erosion points gener-

ated by voxelizing tool bit shape.

Voxels are color coded according

to erosion factor.

Figure 3. RGBA normal/opacity map, RGB color texture, texture co-

ordinates, and lighting parameters used by GPU fragment program to

generate shaded color values.

3. Visual rendering

Three-dimensional texture-based volume rendering [3] is used for real-time visual dis-

play of bone. A fragment program [4] is created to compute volumetric shading on the

video card’s GPU as the volume is rendered. The program generates shaded color values

that become pixels in the rendered frame buffer image, Figure 3. A fragment program

can perform mathematical operations on the values stored within texture maps. Texture

coordinates are used to access the color values within textures. This texture sampling

capability makes it possible to compute the ambient and diffuse lighting to shade the vol-

ume. The following algorithm is implemented in the fragment program to shade voxels

as they are rendered:



1. Get voxel color (Cv) by sampling colorTex.

2. Get voxel gradient and opacity (Cga) from normOpTex and assign opacity to

output color’s (Cs) alpha component.

3. Compute shaded RGB components for Cs using the light model: (Ia × Cv) +
(Id×Cv×max(N ·L)), where Ia is the ambient intensity, Id the diffuse intensity,

L the light vector, and N the surface normal acquired by expanding the gradient

vector of Cga with Equation 5.

The surface normal is estimated using the bone density gradient. The volume’s gradient

is stored in a special texture called normal map. Equation 4 is used to range compress

normalized gradient vectors from a [-1.0, 1.0] range to an unsigned color value range

of [0.0, 1.0] in order to encode the vectors into the normal map. The fragment program

expands the range-compressed normals with Equation 5.

C = (0.5 × N) + 0.5 (4)

N = 2.0 × (C − 0.5) (5)

An opacity map is used to control the visibility of voxels. The voxels’ opacity values are

taken from the bone density values. Voxel opacity values are reduced while drilling until

they become transparent due to bone erosion. The opacity and normal maps are updated

when the volume is modified while drilling. To minimize texture updates, both maps are

combined into a single RGBA three-dimensional texture, Figure 3. A sub-texture is used

to only update values that fall within a modified bounding box region, which is tracked

by the bone drilling algorithm. Color information for the bone is specified using a second

RGB texture. The two textures and their texture coordinates are simultaneously specified

to the fragment program using multi-texturing [8]. The lighting values are specified to

the fragment program as input parameters.

4. Virtual tool simulation

Figure 4. 3D models of tools typically used in clinical practice. (Left) Bone drill and perforator from Stryker.

(Right) Bone drill and perforator from Medtronic.



The described algorithms make it possible to simulate several surgical tools, such as

bone drills and perforators, typically used for a craniotomy. A haptic workbench [9] is

used to generate a virtual environment with 3D stereoscopic visual and haptic feedback.

Figure 4 shows realistic 3D models that are created from real surgical tools and controlled

by a PHANTOM haptic device during their use.

5. Conclusion

A simulator can be a vital tool to help train for the difficulties and complications sur-

rounding intracranial hematoma surgery. We have taken the first steps towards creating

a simulator by developing the algorithms needed to simulate virtual tools for making

burrholes. The generality of the methods used to model the tool bits and bit-bone inter-

actions will make it possible for additional virtual tools to be simulated. The algorithms

have been demonstrated for drilling on voxelized blocks. However, it will be possible to

generate the voxmap directly from the voxel discretization of 3D CT and MR datasets to

generate different virtual patients for a surgical simulator. Development of other surgical

effects is also underway for the simulator.
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